
exploring

Exploring words at the 
word level

Activity types include:

• blending

• segmenting

• deletion

• syllable types



Storing this resource in a 3-ring binder is an easy way to quickly access mini-lesson plans, assessments 
,&  materials.  While not required for effective use of this resource, it definitely helps keep everything 
organized.

Select binder of your 
choice.  I use a 2 inch 
binder, but some 
teachers prefer more 
space or a smaller 
footprint.  Add the binder 
cover and spine (I added 
2 sheets of paper glued 
together as a 
background to my cover).

Print all desired components –
I recommend printing a 
master copy of all resources 
to keep inside your binder.  

Laminate divider pages 
and glue tabs to divider 
pages.  Lay them on top 
of each other as you go 
to ensure even spacing.  
OR glue tabs directly to 
the divider page then 
laminate using a large 
laminator so the end 
result is one piece. 

Add in your printed materials.  
I like to keep assessment 
directions, extra assessment 
recording pages, mats, and 
anchor charts in page 
protectors.
I keep my letter cards on 
binder rings near where my 
binder is stored.......................



Each unit includes a clickable table of contents and all 
the materials you’ll need for each target skill!

research based 
terms for each 

unit

Variety of target skills for each unit with 
pre assessments, post assessments, 

activities, lesson plans, and no-prep pages 
for your students

Recommended 
settings, 

timeframes, and 
how to set up

Everything you 
need sorted 

out for easier 
planning



Look at ALL that you get in this unit!
Teacher guide and 
binder materials

Terms explained for 
each unit

Target skills explained 
with goals for students

Pre and post 
assessments

......................



Next steps for after 
each target skill

Easy to follow mini 
lessons with materials

Activities for use with 
any setting 

......................

Look at ALL that you get in this unit!



Why do you need this?
Give your students the 

tools they are needing to 
become skilled readers 
without having to spend 

hours planning Everything is included for 
you to keep track of useful 
data and easily figure out 
where your students need 

to go next to become 
successful readers.



Looking for even more practice?
syllable Level

rhyming, blending, 
segmentation and 

deletion

phoneme LEVEL
Blending, 

segmentation, 
deletion, syllable 

types

Onset-Rime Level
Sounds, 

categorization, 
blending, and 
segmentation

get the bundle
Includes ALL the 
units for ALL the 
reading practice!
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